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Description

Background of the invention

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention generally relates to telecommunication networks and, more specifically, it pertains to
methods for communication resource management in such networks. More particularly, the present invention relates to
a method and system for the common management of communication resources in telecommunication networks having
several (at least two) distinct communication resources pools.

Description of the related art

[0002] In radio communication networks, Radio Resource Management (RRM) methods are performed during normal
system operation within network apparatuses that manage and control the radio resources of the cells included in a
radio telecommunications network.
[0003] Among RRM methods, Common Radio Resource Management (CRRM) methods take into account the pos-
sibility of jointly managing radio resources in a "heterogeneous" cellular radio mobile network.
[0004] A heterogeneous cellular network includes different radio access technologies and is generally of the "multiple-
access" type, meaning that the part of the network providing access to the network transport segment is implemented
by means of two or more systems conforming to different standards.
[0005] Several radio mobile cellular system standards already exist nowadays. The so-called "second generation" or
"2G" systems, like for instance the GSM system, and "third generation" or 3G systems, including e.g. the UMTS, which
are still the most broadly diffused, will be increasingly operated in combination with newly deployed systems, in particular
designed to offer wide-band access, such as for example E-UTRAN (Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network),
WiMAX and future IMT-Advanced (International Mobile Telecommunication) systems (still on their way of definition).
[0006] Second-generation cellular networks are mostly adapted to provide voice services, while third-generation and
fourth-generation networks are intended to support, in addition to voice services, a wide variety of new data and multimedia
services. It is generally expected that, at least for some years, the newly deployed cellular networks will not completely
substitute the existing, second- and third-generation networks. They will rather integrate existing networks by offering
to customers the possibility of using new types of services in addition to the standard voice service. Integration is made
possible by the characteristics of the new standards, which have been defined in such a way as to permit operation in
a joint and synergic manner with existing cellular networks, and to offer a wide variety of services to user owning multi-
mode terminals (cellular phones, palmtops, Personal Digital Assistants - PDAs -, network interface cards for Personal
Computers - PCs, and similar devices).
[0007] A heterogeneous network is a network including, for instance, both the radio access segment of a GSM (General
System for Mobile communications) system and the radio access segment of a UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommu-
nication System) system, as well as, possibly, additional radio access segments of different standards.
[0008] Some of the CRRM solutions known in the art operate in such a way that users are moved from one radio
access system to another when the service is already being provided. Methods of this type are for example disclosed
in US2005/90257, US 6,944,144, US 6,963,745, WO 2000/35226 and WO 2003/069938.
[0009] Other solutions have been proposed which start acting at the service request. Most of the solutions of this type
however are limited to the transfer of users from a system to another only when the currently used system is close to
congestion; these CRRM algorithms are "congestion-prevention" oriented.
[0010] As a general solution known in the art, EP 1519607 discloses a method and system for performing radio
resource management in a mobile radio network based on exchanging load information among different network entities
(CN, RNC/BSC, Node B/BTS, CRRM server) in a mobile radio network. The solution is characterized in that user
equipment information and/or subscriber related information and/or radio cell status information from different network
entities are transmitted to a Common Radio Resource Management entity; said pieces of information are used in said
Common Radio Resource Management entity for deciding on the most suitable network access.
[0011] A further solution is disclosed in CA 2593314 that describes in a multi-access system, an access selection
principle achieved by selecting a signal strength threshold level based on a determined load level in a first access
network. A new user in an area commonly covered by more than one access network attempts to allocate to the first
access network if an experienced signal strength exceeds the signal strength threshold level. Communication utility can
preferably be maximised or at least be taken into account by using suitable load level dependencies. By increasing the
threshold when the load level approaches the capacity limit, a completely filled first access network is avoided. This
gives an opportunity to let particularly well-suited users still have access to the first access network. At the same time,
since the preferred access is decided before the actual access attempt, control signalling can be significantly reduced,
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even at very high traffic loads.
[0012] WO 2005/101880, in the name of the present Applicant, discloses a method for providing, in a communication
network including at least a first (e.g. GSM) and a second (e.g. UMTS) set of resources, a service to users of at least a
first and a second type. The users of the first type are in a condition to be provided said service only by means of said
first set of resources, while the users of said second type are in a condition to be provided said service both by means
of said first set of resources and by means of said second set of resources. The method includes the steps of: detecting
during at least one time interval, the total number of requests for service coming from said users, identifying within the
total number the fraction of requests adapted to be met only by means of said first set of resources, identifying at least
one parameter representative of said fraction, and providing the service to said users of said second type by means of
said second set of resources as a function of said at least one parameter.
[0013] EP 1 655 986 discloses a method and apparatus for controlling a connection transfer in a cellular network
having at least two systems, such as a GSM system and a WCDMA system. Based on a load determination, a service-
based inter-svstem or inter-frequency handover of the connection to another system or to another carrier of the same
system is initiated if the determined is below a threshold and service priorities are indicating it. If it exceeds the threshold,
an additional load-based inter-svstem or inter-frequency handover can be initiated. If the load of the target cell is not
known, a load estimation based on a learning process can be used to derive a probability of success of an interfrequency
or inter-svstem handover, which may be used for deciding on the initiation of the inter-svstem handover. The learning
process may be performed by evaluating preceding interfrequency or inter-system handovers to the target cell or pre-
ceding interfrequency or inter-system handovers from the target cell.
[0014] US 6,493,555 discloses a method of improving co-operation between entities in a cellular mobile radiocommu-
nications network, during inter-cell call handover, during which a "new server cell" is chosen from a set of "candidate
cells" as being a candidate cell to which a requested handover is possible, candidate cells to which a requested handover
is not possible being referred to as "rejected cells", wherein, during "external" call handover, namely when handing over
a call from a "current server cell" controlled by a "current server entity" to a "new server cell" controlled by a "new server
entity" which is distinct from said current server entity, said new server entity is informed of any previously rejected cells.
[0015] The Applicant has observed that an approach in which users are moved from a first radio access system to a
second one only when the requested network service is already being provided requires that the service request is
accepted on the first system, and only thereafter it can be moved onto a different system, with the possibility of worsening
an already critical load status of the first system.
[0016] Those solutions which are limited to the transfer of users from a system to another only when the currently
used system is close to congestion, i.e. "congestion-prevention" oriented CRRM algorithms, are designed to avoid critical
conditions, but are not suitable for achieving a distribution of the traffic over the different radio access systems according
to a predefined profile and permanently in the time, with the aim of optimizing the network performance in normal operating
conditions.
[0017] Concerning the solution disclosed in WO 2005/101880, the Applicant observes that it uses a threshold of active
users on the target system (first set of resources), and adapts such threshold based on a fraction of the service requests
that can indifferently exploit the first and second sets of resources. As a result of that, this solution requires to know the
current load of all the supported systems (supported sets of resources) in order to decide how to manage the incoming
call. To this purpose, adaptation of the network controllers responsible of both the sets of resources are needed to
implement the solution, a thing that in some circumstances may be viewed as undesirable.

Summary of the invention

[0018] In view of the state of the art outlined in the foregoing, the Applicant has tackled the problem of providing an
improved common radio resource management method and system overcoming the drawbacks of the known solutions.
[0019] The Applicant has devised a solution according to which, upon receiving, at a source system (including a first
set of communication resources) of a telecommunications network, a new service request by a user, attempts redirecting
the service request to a desired target system (including a second set of communication resources, distinct, physically
or logically, or treated distinctly from the first set of communication resources) of the telecommunications network, and
the attempt is made irrespective of the current state of the target system. The choice of which communication resource(s)
in the target system select for the redirection attempt is made based on an observation, by the source system, of past
redirection attempts, particularly the observation of whether the past redirection attempts were successful or not.
[0020] In this way, the proposed method is able to take optimized decisions according to the observable feedbacks
received from the target system (in terms of the past redirection attempts success or failure), without the need for the
source system to have a direct knowledge of the status (e.g, load status of the communication resources) of the target
system. Implementation of the solution is thus greatly simplified, because adaptations of the communication resources
controllers are very limited, and in particular they may be limited to only the controller of the source system, leaving the
target system(s) essentially unmodified.
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[0021] The redirection attempt is made before setting up the service provisioning to the user, in this way avoiding the
possibility of worsening an already critical load status of the source system.
[0022] An aspect of the present invention relates to a method as defined in claim 1. For the purposes of the present
invention, by "communication resources" it is meant any possible type of resources that are used in telecommunication
network for providing services to users, in particular, but not limitatively:

- radio resources of a radio communications network belonging to different radio access technologies;
- radio resources of a radio communications network using different radio frequencies;
- cells of cellular networks belonging to different hierarchical levels;
- radio resources of a radio communications network having a different radio resources control management (e.g.

dedicated channels versus shared channels);
- radio resources of a radio communications network corresponding to different and partially overlapped radio coverage

areas obtainable by different beams of the same antenna or different antennas;
- different logical transport links, also in a fixed (wired) telecommunication network.

[0023] The step of identifying a communication resource among said second set of communication resources may in
particular comprise not considering communication resources of the second set in respect of which a previous attempt
of redirecting a service request thereto failed.
[0024] The attempt to redirect the service request may be conditioned to one or more predefined criteria, for example
including one or more among:

- assessing a type of the requested service;
- assessing a load status of the first set of communication resources;
- attempting redirecting the service request for every service request received after a predefined number of previous

service requests.

[0025] Communication resources in the second set are not considered limitedly to a time interval, dynamically variable,
varied dynamically based on successes and failures of previous redirection attempts. In particular, said time interval
may be decreased when a redirection attempts succeeds, preferably not below a minimum value, and it may be increased
when a redirection attempt fails, preferably not above a maximum value.
[0026] The identified communication resource among said second set of communication resources may accept or
refuse the redirection attempt based for example on a current load status thereof.
[0027] In embodiments of the present invention, said first set of communication resources and second set of commu-
nication resources include cells of a cellular network, and said identifying a communication resource among said second
set of communication resources comprises selecting cellular network cells in the second set of communication resources
that are in overlap (i.e. that at least partially cover the same area) with the cellular network cells of the first set of
communication resources.
[0028] In embodiments wherein said second set of communication resources includes radio communication resources,
said step of identifying a communication resource among said second set of communication resources may comprise
performing measurements on the radio quality of the communication resources of the second set, and not considering
communications resources of the second set having a measured radio quality below a predetermined level.
[0029] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a communications resources controller
as defined in claim 9. According to still another aspect of the present invention, a telecommunications network is provided
including at least a first and a second set of communication resources and adapted to provide a service to users in a
condition of being provided said service both by means of said first set of communication resources and by means of
said second set of communication resources, the telecommunications network comprising a communications resources
controller according to previous aspect.
[0030] The present invention also relates to a computer program product as defined in claim 11. The solution according
to the present invention may for example be exploited for concentrating traffic of a certain nature, e.g. voice calls, onto
communications resources of a certain pool, e.g. GSM radio resources, reserving different communication resources
pools, like UMTS radio resources, to traffic of different nature, e.g. data transfer, Internet access, multimedia services.
[0031] Attempting to redirect incoming service requests from a source system to a desired target system upon their
arrival may be beneficial in those cases where the source system receiving the service request is in critical condition,
e.g. overloaded or congested: if the redirection attempt is successful, the provisioning of the service is activated from
the very beginning on the target system, without further worsening the state of the source system.
[0032] Using the solution according to the present invention, it is possible to set up policies that allow a distribution of
the traffic according to a desired profile defined by the network operator, and in a way which is stable over time, not only
when the network is in critical, congested conditions.
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[0033] Unlike other solutions which require specific modifications and additional features on every systems (source
and target), the implementation of the solution according to the present invention is simpler, being for example possible
to implement it in the source system only, by exploiting the already existing interworking mechanisms between network
apparatus, without the need of modifying the network, at least from the hardware viewpoint.

Brief description of the drawings

[0034] These and other features and advantages of the present invention will be made apparent by the following
detailed description of some embodiments thereof, provided merely by way of non-limitative example, by referring to
the attached drawings, wherein:

- Figure 1 schematically shows an exemplary situation of overlay of cells of a heterogeneous radio mobile cellular
network,

- Figure 2 is a schematic flowchart depicting the main steps of a method according to an embodiment of the present
invention;

- Figure 3 is a diagram showing a possible dependence of a cell suspension time on the load status of the source
cell (i.e., a cell of the source system);

- Figures 4 to 6 are examples of network architectures where the present invention can be implemented; and
- Figure 7 shows an example of signalling flow involved in an implementation of the present invention in a heteroge-

neous network comprising a GSM and a UMTS network.

Detailed description of embodiments of the invention

[0035] In the following, an exemplary embodiment of the present invention will be described which is applicable to a
heterogeneous mobile radio network having a multistandard radio access segment comprised of two RANs, particularly
a 2G RAN and a 3G RAN, even more particularly the GSM/EDGE RAN (GSM EDGE RAN - GERAN) and the UMTS
Terrestrial RAN (UTRAN).
[0036] It will also be assumed, by way of example, that the network is configured in such a way that dual-mode
GSM/UMTS mobile communication terminals are driven to camp on the 3G RAN when in idle mode, i.e. when no service
is being delivered; this means that, considering an area fully covered by both the GSM and the UMTS RANs, and taking
for example into consideration voice calls, service requests from users equipped with dual-mode mobile terminals are
firstly received at the competent radio controller of the 3G network (i.e. at the UMTS RNC).
[0037] Under these assumptions, which are however not limitative for the present invention, the CRRM algorithm
implementing the CRRM method according to the described invention embodiment manages the service requests re-
ceived at the RNC, and ascertains whether it is possible and convenient to transfer part of such service requests onto
the 2G network, as described in detail in the following.
[0038] It is pointed out that the scenario considered herein for the purposes of explanation of the invention is merely
exemplary and does not preclude the application of the invention to different contexts, as will be discussed later. More
generally, the present invention allows distributing over two or more different radio access systems traffic deriving from
each service type, for example concentrating traffic related to a certain service on one of the available access systems
to the telecommunications network, so as to improve the overall radio resources exploitation for supporting the total
traffic deriving from the different services offered by the network.
[0039] According to the exemplary embodiment considered herein, the CRRM algorithm ascertains whether the con-
ditions exist for redirecting a service request related to a voice call arrived at a network cell of the 3G system (hereinafter
also referred to as the "source system"), by selecting a network cell of the 2G system (hereinafter also referred to as
the "target system"), wherein the 2G network cell is in overlay, i.e. in overlap with, i.e. vertically adjacent to the 3G
network cell.
[0040] As known in the art, a cell of a cellular network is a geographic area portion covered by the signal irradiated
by one antenna or one antenna array belonging to a base radio station of the network (e.g., a Base Transceiver Station
- BTS - of a GERAN, or a NodeB of a UTRAN), which is denoted as the best-server base radio station in that geographic
area portion.
[0041] For each 3G network cell, a list E0 is provided of the 2G network cells in overlap therewith which are potentially
capable of receiving traffic redirected from the source system; the list E0 may be configured by the network manager,
and is preferably sorted in decreasing order of a desired preference criterion, that can be defined by the network manager.
[0042] For example, referring to Figure 1, reference numeral UTRAN#0 denotes a cell of the 3G RAN, particularly
the UTRAN; reference numerals GSM#1, GSM#2 and GSM#3 denote three cells of the 2G RAN, particularly the GERAN.
The UTRAN cell UTRAN#0 is in partial overlap with the three GERAN cells GSM#1, GSM#2 and GSM#3. The list E0
for the UTRAN cell UTRAN#0 includes the three GERAN cells GSM#1, GSM#2 and GSM#3, for example in the following
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order: E0 = {GSM#3, GSM#1, GSM#2}, so that the GERAN cell GSM#3 is specified as the preferred one, to be considered
first when trying to redirect traffic from the UTRAN cell UTRAN#0, while the GERAN cells GSM#1 and GSM#2 are to
be considered as a second and third alternatives, respectively. This configuration may for example reflect the fact that
the GERAN cell GSM#3 is in overlap with the major part of the area covered by the UTRAN cell UTRAN#0, whereas
the GERAN cells GSM#1 and GSM#2 overlap the area covered by the UTRAN cell UTRAN#0 to a lesser extent, as
depicted in the second part of Figure 1. Other possible criteria may however be followed to compile the list E0 of cells
in overlap (for example, in the considered scenario the network manager might include in the list E0 only the GERAN
cell GSM#3).
[0043] Figure 2 schematically shows, in terms of a flowchart, the main steps of a method according to an embodiment
of the present invention, applied to the herein considered scenario.
[0044] Upon arrival at the 3G network of a service request related to a voice call made by a dual-mode terminal camped
for example on the UTRAN cell UTRAN#0 (block 205), the CRRM algorithm may evaluate the possibility of redirecting
the service request onto the 2G network (block 210).
[0045] For example, the assessment of the service request redirection possibility may be based on the load status of
the 3G cell. The load status assessment may for example be made comparing the load L of the 3G cell to a threshold
L3G

LOW: if L < L3G
LOW the CRRM algorithm may decide not to attempt the service request redirection, otherwise it decides

to attempt the redirection. Conditioning the service request redirection from the 3G cell to a 2G cell to a criterion, for
example based on the source system load condition, may for example be useful to avoid that the procedures for the
service request redirection are entered when the traffic is low, i.e. the 3G cell is more or less far away from the critical
conditions.
[0046] Alternatively, or in combination, the attempt to redirect the service request may be made for every service
request received after a predetermined number of preceding service requests (where the predetermined number may
be an input parameter to the CRRM algorithm, provided in the configuration phase of the CRRM algorithm); in this way,
the processing load of the radio controller implementing the CRRM algorithm may be reduced, as well as the network
signalling load required to redirect each call.
[0047] Other criteria may be implemented for deciding whether or not to attempt the service request redirection. It is
however pointed out that the step of conditioning the service request redirection attempt to the occurrence of one or
more conditions is not mandatory and merely optional.
[0048] If the radio controller decides not to attempt the service request redirection (exit branch N of block 210), the
service request is served by the 3G network (block 215).
[0049] Otherwise (exit branch Y of block 210), the algorithm enters a phase of identification of a suitable cell of the
target system (i.e., of a 2G cell).
[0050] To this purpose, the list E0 of 2G cells in overlap with the UTRAN cell UTRAN#0 is considered; referring to the
above considered example, E0 = {GSM#3, GSM#1, GSM#2}. From this list, the 2G cells that are in a "suspended" state
are discarded. A cell is for example "suspended" if, for any reason, it has previously refused one or more service request
redirection attempts; exemplary causes of denial of a service request redirection are discussed hereinafter. Suspension
of a cell may also be due to other causes, not necessarily related to the denial or refusal of previous redirection attempts.
A cell may be kept suspended for a certain time interval, as described in detail later.
[0051] Only the 2G cells in the list E0 related to the UTRAN cell UTRAN#0 that are not in a suspended condition are
retained (block 220).
[0052] Let E1 denote the list of 2G cells in overlap with the UTRAN cell UTRAN#0 which are not currently in a suspended
state; in the list E1 the cells are listed according to the preference order defined above, for example let it be assumed
that the 2G cell GSM#3 is currently suspended: E1 = {GSM#1, GSM#2}. If the list E1 is void, i.e. all the cells in overlap
with the UTRAN cell UTRAN#0 are at that moment in a suspended state, no 2G cells are available for the service request
redirection (block 225, exit branch Y). The service request is thus assigned to the 3G network (block 215).
[0053] Otherwise, if the list E1 is not void (block 225, exit branch N), the method proceeds with the following steps.
[0054] The method may provide that radio measurements are made on the signals irradiated by the 2G cells in the
list E1. This feature may for example be set in the configuration phase.
[0055] In the negative case, i.e. if in the algorithm configuration phase it has been specified that no radio measurements
are to be performed (exit branch N of block 230), the first 2G cell in the list E1 is selected (block 235).
[0056] Otherwise, if radio measurements are to be performed (exit branch Y of block 230), a list of cells E2 is extracted
from the list E1 (preferably keeping the preference order specified by the network manager for E0) including those cells
on which the radio measurements are to be performed. For example, the list E2 may include the first cells of the list E1,
up to a maximum number N of cells, for example specified in the algorithm configuration phase. It has to be noted that
nothing prevents from performing radio measurements in respect of all the cells in the list E1, however limiting the number
of cells on which to perform radio measurements may reduce the time needed to the communications terminal for
performing the measurements. The list E2 of cells is provided to the communications terminal, which is asked to perform
the radio measurements (block 240). The communications terminal performs the radio measurements and communicates
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the results to the network.
[0057] Those cells in the list E2 that, based on the radio measurements reported to the network by the communications
terminal, satisfy predetermined quality prerequisites Qmin, for example whose signal is received with sufficient strength
by the terminal, are then identified (block 245).
[0058] If the list E2 of cells is void, or, based on the measurements reported by the communication terminal, none of
the cells in the list E2 satisfy predetermined quality prerequisites Qmin, (block 250, exit branch Y), the service request is
assigned to the 3G network (block 215).
[0059] Otherwise (exit branch N of block 250), a cell in the list E2 is selected for the service request redirection. The
selection of the cell may be made in several different ways. For example, the cell may be selected randomly, so as to
attempt equally distributing the traffic among the 2G cells; alternatively, the cell in the list E2 having the best measured
radio quality may be selected; as a further alternative, the first cell in the list E2 may be selected. Other selection criteria
are possible.
[0060] It pointed out that, in alternative embodiments of the invention, the possibility of performing radio measurements
to identify a 2G cell to which redirecting the service request may not be provided for.
[0061] The radio controller then attempts redirecting the service request onto the selected 2G cell (block 255).
[0062] The service request redirection attempt may succeed or fail, depending on several factors.
[0063] A cause of failure may for example be due to the fact that the communications terminal cannot receive the
signal of the target cell with a sufficient radio quality (for example, this may occur in case the selection of the target cell
is made without measuring the radio signals of the cells, or because the radio quality experienced a worsening compared
to the instant when the radio measurements were performed).
[0064] The service request redirection attempt may also fail because the target system may refuse the service request
redirection from the source system. For example, a maximum load threshold L2G

MAX may be set for the 2G cell (either
common for all the 2G cells, or variable on a cell basis), so that if the current load of the 2G cell selected for the service
request redirection is below the maximum threshold L2G

MAX, the service request redirection is accepted, otherwise it is
refused. Assuming for example that the load values 0 and 1 correspond to a 2G cell that is unloaded and, respectively,
in saturation, the choice of the threshold L2G

MAX may be made following several different criteria, such as for example:

- L2G
MAX = 1, so that the cell can accept service requests up to its saturation;

- L2G
MAX equal to a predetermined value, equal to the ratio of an estimated number of single-mode terminals (or dual-

mode terminals out of the coverage of the 3G network) and the overall number of terminals; in this way, part of the
radio resources of the 2G cell are reserved to single-mode terminals (or to GSM-only terminals) that necessarily
need to use the 2G network;

- L2G
MAX defined dynamically, based on counters adapted to dynamically estimate how many terminals cannot use

the 3G network (i.e. single-mode GSM-only terminals or dual-mode terminals which are out of the coverage of the
3G network).

[0065] If the service request redirection attempt fails (exit branch N of block 260), the 2G cell that refused the service
request redirection is put in a suspended state (block 265), so that next time a service request redirection is attempted,
that 2G cell is not taken into consideration (it is not included in the list E1) until that 2G cell remains in suspended state..
[0066] Preferably, the suspension is set for a limited time Tc, so that when the time Tc expires the cell is removed from
the suspended state and can be again taken into account as a candidate for a service request redirection.
[0067] The time Tc may be specified in the CRRM algorithm configuration phase, either common for all the cells or
variable on a cell by cell basis. Optionally, the time Tc may not be a fixed amount of time, being instead possible to
update it based on the result of the service request redirection attempts that involve the considered cell.
[0068] For example, the time Tc may be increased each time the considered cell refuses a service request redirection,
possibly up to a maximum time value TMAX. An updated time value T’c may be calculated for instance based on the
following formula: 

[0069] For example, if, starting from a time Tc of 1 min, and assuming a maximum time TMAX of 9 min, the first time
the considered cell refuses a service request redirection, the cell is suspended for 1 min. If, after the lapse of 1 min, a
new service request redirection attempt to that cell fails, the cell is suspended for a time T’c equal to (1+9)/2 = 5 min. If,
after the lapse of 5 min, a new service request redirection attempt fails, the cell is suspended for a time T’c equal to
(5+9)/2 = 7 min, and so on.
[0070] If the redirection attempt fails (exit branch N of block 260), it is checked if other redirection attempts for that
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service request can be made. If so (block 280, exit branch N) the 2G cell is removed from list E2 (block 285) and steps
from block 250 are performed again. A counter keeps track of the number of redirection attempts for that service request.
If a maximum number of redirection attempts NMAX_attempts for that service request has been reached (block 280, exit
branch Y), the service request is assigned to the 3G network (block 215). The parameter NMAx_attempts may be specified
in the CRRM algorithm configuration phase, either directly or, for example, on the basis of a maximum time reserved
for the re-direction attempts.
[0071] If the service request redirection attempt succeeds (exit branch Y of block 260), the service request is redirected
and assigned to the selected 2G cell (block 270). Optionally, the value of the time Tc for that cell may be updated (block
275) each time a service request redirection to that cell succeeds, for example the time Tc may be decreased, possibly
down to a minimum value TMIN. The updated value T’c of the time Tc may for example be calculated using the following
formula: 

[0072] Assuming by way of example that TMlN. is equal to 1 min, if, after the considered cell has been suspended for
7 min, a new service request redirection attempt succeeds, the value of the time Tc is updated to (7+1)/2 = 4 min.
[0073] The initial value Tdef of the time Tc for every cell (or for all the cells) may be set by the network manager, possibly
depending on the minimum and maximum values TMlN and TMAX.
[0074] Other criteria may be adopted for assigning the suspension time to the cells. For example, possible criteria
may be:

- fixed time Tc (equal to Tdef) assigned to all the cells, or on a cell-by-cell basis, during the CRRM algorithm configuration
phase;

- dynamically variable time Tc, based on the load status of the 3G cell (the source cell), for example according to the
diagram reported in Figure 3 (where L in abscissa denotes the load of the 3G cell: the higher is this load, the lower
is the time Tc in order to increase the probability of finding at least one 2G cell which is not suspended when a new
service is requested) .

[0075] The update of the suspension time value may concern only the 2G cell that refused/accepted the service request
redirection, or all the 2G cells (included in the list E0), or the already suspended cells (the cells’ suspension time value
may be changed taking into account both the residual suspension time of the 2G cell and the load condition of the 3G cell).
[0076] The decision of whether to accept or refuse the service request redirection based on a load status threshold
of the 2G cell (target cell) may have an impact on the implementation aspects of the CRRM algorithms.
[0077] For example, in case the criterion for accepting or refusing a service request redirection is based on the load
threshold of the selected candidate 2G cell, the CRRM algorithm should be implemented as schematically shown in
Figures 4 or 5. In these figures, the dashed line rectangle denoted with reference numeral 405 schematically represents
the multi-RAT radio access network, which, in the exemplary scenario herein considered is comprised of a GERAN and
a UTRAN. Reference numeral 410 denotes the GERAN, whereas reference numeral 415 denotes the UTRAN. Reference
numeral 420 designates the core network, that is interconnected with the GERAN 410, via an interface 425, and with
the UTRAN 415, via an interface 430. The network device or apparatus controlling the radio resources of the GSM
system, namely the BSC (Base Station Controller) 435, and the equivalent network device or apparatus controlling the
radio resources in the UMTS network, namely the RNC (Radio Network Controller) 440, include respective CRRM entities
445 and 450, which are configured to implement the CRRM algorithm described in the foregoing and are configured to
exchange information via the core network 420. Alternatively, an interface 455 may be provided to permit direct com-
munication between the BSC 435 and the RNC 440. Alternatively, as depicted in Figure 5, the CRRM algorithm is
executed by a host network device 505, acting as a CRRM server. The CRRM server 505 requests information on the
GSM cells to the BSC 435 via an interface 510, and on the UMTS cells to the RNC 440 via an interface 515.
[0078] In Figure 6 there is schematically depicted a still alternative implementation of the present invention, in which
only the source system includes a CRRM entity 605.
[0079] The exemplary CRRM algorithm described in the foregoing is preferably designed to enable the network man-
ager (for example through a suitable operation and maintenance interface) great configuration capabilities of input
parameters to the algorithm, for an increased flexibility. For example, a list of configurable input parameters (specific for
each 3G cell, and possibly assignable to groups of 3G cells) is the following:
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[0080] Those skilled in the art may appreciate that the solution according to the present invention may be implemented
in several different kinds of heterogeneous networks, taking into account the prescriptions of the relevant standards.
[0081] In the following, some exemplary considerations are given that may be taken into account for implementing
the CRRM algorithm according to the present invention. Other approaches are however possible.
[0082] Current standards contemplate the possibility that all the communications terminals that are not at a certain
time involved in a network service (terminals in idle mode) camp to a specific system; this is achieved by acting on
several different network parameters that are involved in the initial cell selection and cell reselection procedures, or
through parameters defining different levels of priority among the cells belonging to different RATs or to different hier-
archical levels (in a hierarchical cell structure).
[0083] Also, current standards contemplate the possibility of monitoring the load status of the network cells. For UTRAN
cells this may for example be performed by monitoring the uplink interference level (a quantity designated as Received
Total Wideband Power - RTWP) in conjunction with the instantaneous level of power transmitted in downlink by the
NodeB and with the number of channelization codes (Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor codes - OVSF codes) used
in downlink. For the GERAN cells, the load status may for example be determined based on the number of currently
used time-slots of each active carrier over the total number of available time-slots of all the active carriers, possibly in
conjunction with additional parameters like the usage of the Half-Rate transmission mode.
[0084] Furthermore, current standards contemplate the possibility of configuring the communications terminals in such
a way that they report to the network the results of radio quality measurements made on different cells, for example by
means of inter-RAT or inter-frequency radio measurements.
[0085] Additionally, in current standards the radio controllers (like the RNCs or the BSCs) can implement specific
algorithms devoted to control the network procedures for improving the network resources management.
[0086] Finally, current standards contemplate the possibility of redirecting requests related to a specific service towards
a different cell, by means of service-based inter-RAT or inter-frequency directed-retry or handover procedures.
[0087] Reference is made to Figure 7, showing the functionalities foreseen in the 3GPP standard (further details can
be found in 3GPP TS 23.009 "Handover procedures", 3GPP TS 25.331 "Radio Resource Control; Protocol Specification",

Symbol Description Notes

E0 Ordered list of 2G cells in overlay with the 
considered 3G cell

This list should be defined for each 3G cell

Tdef Default suspension time value for the 2G 
cells (0≤  Tdef)

TMIN Minimum suspension time value for 2G 
cells (0≤TMiN≤Tdef)

Optional (present only if a dynamic update of the 
suspension time value is adopted)

TMAX Maximum suspension time value for 2G 
cells (TMIN ≤Tdef≤TMAX)

Optional (present only if a dynamic update of the 
suspension time value is adopted)

N Maximum number of 2G cells on which 
to perform radio measurements (N≥1)

Optional (present only if radio quality measurements of 
2G cells is implemented)

NMAX_attempts Maximum number of attempts for 
redirecting the service request

Qmin Minimum acceptable radio quality for 2G 
cells

Optional (present only if radio quality measurements of 
2G cells is implemented)

L3G
LOW 3G cell load below which no service 

request redirection is attempted 
(0≤L3G

LOW≤1)

Optional (present only if it is desired to base the decision 
on whether to attempt redirection on the load of 3G cells)

L2G
MAX Maximum load of the 2G cell for accepting 

service request redirections 
(0≤L2G

MAX≤1)

Optional (present only if it is desired to condition the 
acceptance/refusal of a service request redirection on 

a load threshold of the 2G cell)

Request to perform radio measurements 
on 2G cells (Yes/No)

Optional (present only if it is desired to have the 
possibility of enabling/disabling the radio 

measurements)

X Percentage of service requests to be 
subjected to service request redirection

Optional (present only if it is desired to limit the number 
of service requests to subject to redirection)
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3GPP TS 25.413 "UTRAN lu interface RANAP signalling" of Release 99 and higher) that can be exploited for implementing
the method according to an embodiment of the present invention for the redirection of a voice call from the 3G system
to the 2G system. In the drawing, reference numeral. 705 denotes a communications terminal (a User Equipment - UE
- or a Mobile Station - MS); 710 and 715 denote the radio controllers of the GERAN and the UTRAN, respectively;
reference numeral 720 denotes a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) of the core network. Reference numeral 730 denotes
the signalling messages exchanged between the UE and the RNC in order to perform the service request by activating
the so-called RRC connection (i.e. RRC CONNECTION REQUEST message, RRC CONNECTION SETUP message
and RRC CONNECTION SETUP COMPLETE message). Reference numeral 731 denotes the signalling messages
exchanged between the UE and the RNC in order to activate the radio measurements on the GERAN cells during the
call set up (i.e. to let the UE activate the so-called Compressed Mode and to configure radio measurements on the UE).
Reference numeral 732 depicts the measurement results reported by the UE to the RNC by means of the so-called RRC
MEASUREMENT REPORT messages during the signalling flow devoted to set up the call. Finally, numeral 733 denotes
the signalling messages exchanged between the RNC and the MSC (Mobile Switching Center) to accomplish the call
redirection towards the GSM system by means of the RAB ASSIGNMENT REQUEST, RAB ASSIGNMENT RESPONSE
and RANAP RELOCTION REQUIRED messages.
[0088] In the exemplary scenario considered in the foregoing it can be envisaged that all dual-mode (GSM/UMTS)
communications terminals located in areas covered by both the GSM and the UMTS networks rely on the UMTS system
in a service request phase.
[0089] It can then be envisaged that dual-mode terminals that requested a voice service to a UMTS cell are able to
make radio quality measurements on some GSM cells before the service starts being furnished, by enabling the com-
pressed-mode transmission after the RRC connection has been activated, when the network configures the terminals
for making such inter-RAT measurements on the GSM cells.
[0090] Finally, if the decision logic of the algorithm so provides, the voice service can be redirected to the identified
GSM cell, through the directed retry procedure.
[0091] The method according to the present invention can be performed by the radio controllers of the RANs (for
example, the BSCs and/or the RNCs), or in a specific or dedicated network node, or in a separate network entity, in a
totally transparent way. For example, considering the E-UTRAN system or the HSPA Evolution system, the method can
be performed directly by the evolved-NodeB (eNodeB). The method may as well be performed by a network node
external to the radio access network, for example by a core network node or an operation and maintenance node. In
general, the implementation present invention does not need any peculiar network architecture.
[0092] Although in the preceding description reference has been made to a heterogeneous network comprising a GSM
system and a UMTS system, the present invention can be readily extended to situations wherein more than two RATs
coexist, or to the management of different groups of cells within the same RAT. Also, despite in the preceding description
only the redirection of a voice-call related service has been considered, the present invention applies in general to any
(combination of) network service(s).
[0093] Just to mention other examples, not to be construed limitatively, the present invention may be applied in a
network context featuring three different RANs, e.g. GSM, UMTS and E-UTRAN, or in a UMTS network formed by two
distinct pools of cells, using different UTRAN carriers (different frequency layers). In this latter scenario, it may be
desirable that all the terminals send their service requests to cells using a first frequency layer, and then to redirect
requests for activation of data connections to the overlapped cells using the second frequency layer, which may for
example have the capability of serving users requesting data connections by exploiting the HSDPA (High Speed Downlink
Packet Access) technology; in this way, the proposed solution may achieve a distribution of the traffic such that voice
traffic (and possibly other services) are offered through a first UTRAN carrier, while HSDPA data connections are offered
by exploiting the other UTRAN carrier.
[0094] Another situation in which the present invention can be applied is that of a network with a Hierarchical Cells
Structure (HCS), with cells possibly belonging to the same RAT, using for example same frequencies, but belonging to
different hierarchies (e.g. macro- versus micro- versus pico- cells).
[0095] The invention is also applicable in situations including various combinations of the scenarios mentioned above,
e.g. by foreseeing to redirect users’ requests for a first kind of service towards a first set of resources and also to redirect
requests for a second kind of service towards a second set of resources, and so on.
[0096] The present invention is not necessarily limited to the application in mobile telecommunications systems, being
in general applicable whenever the possibility exists of serving incoming service requests through two or more kinds of
communication resources. For example, the invention may be applied in fixed (wired) communication networks.
[0097] The method of the present invention may be implemented in the form of one or more algorithms, written in any
suitable programming language, and executable by data and/or signal processors embedded in network apparatuses.
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Claims

1. A method, by a communications resources controller, of providing, in a telecommunications network including at
least a first set (UTRAN#0;415) and a second set (GSM#1-GSM#3;410) of communication resources, a service to
users in a condition of being provided said service both by means of said first set of communication resources and
by means of said second set of communication resources, the method including the steps of:

- upon receipt (205), through said first set of communication resources, of a service request related to said
service from a user, attempting redirecting (210) the service request to a communication resource of the second
set of communication resources, wherein said step of attempting redirecting the service request is performed
before starting provisioning the requested service to the user; and
- if the attempt succeeds, provisioning (270) the service to the user by means of said communication resource
of the second set of communication resources,

wherein said attempting redirecting the service request includes identifying (220-250) a communication resource
among said second set of communication resources, and
characterized in that
said identifying said communication resource among said second set of communication resources includes either
considering or not (220,225) each of the communication resources of the second set of communication resources
as a candidate for the service request redirection based on a history criterion that takes into account an observation
of the outcome of past redirection attempts to said each of the communication resources of the second set of
communication resources, and
said not considering is limited to a time interval which is dynamically variable, varied dynamically based on successes
and failures of previous redirection attempts.

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein said identifying a communication resource among said second set of communication
resources comprises not considering communication resources of the second set in respect of which a previous
attempt of redirecting a service request thereto failed.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein said attempting redirecting the service request includes one or more among:

- assessing a type of the requested service;
- assessing a load status of the first set of communication resources;
- attempting to redirect the service request for every service request received after a predefined number of
previous service requests.

4. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein said time interval is decreased when a redirection attempts
succeeds, preferably not below a minimum value, and increased when a redirection attempt fails, preferably not
above a maximum value.

5. The method according to any one of the preceding claims, further comprising having the identified communication
resource among said second set of communication resources accept or refuse the redirection attempt based on a
current load status thereof.

6. The method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said communication resources of the first set
and of the second set include one or more among:

- radio resources belonging to different radio access technologies;
- radio resources using different radio frequencies;
- cells of cellular networks belonging to different hierarchical levels;
- radio resources having a different radio resources control management;
- radio resources corresponding to different and at least partially overlapped radio coverage areas obtainable
by different beams of the same antenna or different antennas;
- different logical transport links.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein said first set of communication resources and second set of communication resources
include cells of a cellular network, and said identifying a communication resource among said second set of com-
munication resources comprises selecting cellular network cells in the second set of communication resources that
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are in overlap with the cellular network cells of the first set of communication resources.

8. The method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said second set of communication resources
includes radio communication resources, and said step of identifying a communication resource among said second
set of communication resources comprises performing measurements on a radio quality of the communication
resources of the second set, and not considering communications resources of the second set having a measured
radio quality below a predetermined level.

9. A communications resources controller (445,450;505;605) for a telecommunications network including at least a
first set (UTRAN#0;415) and a second set (GSM#1-GSM#3;410) of communication resources and adapted to provide
a service to users in a condition of being provided said service both by means of said first set of communication
resources and by means of said second set of communication resources, the communications resources controller
comprising:

- a service request redirection module, operable to attempt redirecting (210) a service request, related to said
service, to a communication resource of the second set of communication resources upon receipt (205), through
said first set of communication resources, of the service request from a user, so that if the attempt succeeds
(260), the service is provisioned (270) to the user by means of said communication resource of the second set
of communication resources, wherein the service request redirection module is operable to perform said attempt
of redirecting a service request before starting provisioning the requested service to the user,

characterized in that
wherein said service request redirection module includes a communication resources identification module operable
to identify (220-250) a communication resource among said second set of communication resources, said commu-
nication resources identification module being operable to either consider or not (220) each of the communication
resources of the second set of communication resources as a candidate for the service request redirection based
on a history criterion that takes into account an observation of the outcome of past redirection attempts to said each
of the communication resources of the second set of communication resources,
said not considering is limited to a time interval which is dynamically variable, varied dynamically based on successes
and failures of previous redirection attempts.

10. A telecommunications network including at least a first set (UTRAN#0;415) and a second set (GSM#1-GSM#3;410)
of communication resources and adapted to provide a service to users in a condition of being provided said service
both by means of said first set of communication resources and by means of said second set of communication
resources, the telecommunications network comprising a communications resources controller (445,450;505;605)
according to claim 9.

11. A computer program product loadable in the memory of at least one computer and including software code portions
for performing the method steps of any of claims 1 to 8.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, durch eine Kommunikationsressourcensteuerung, zum Bereitstellen in einem Telekommunikationsnetz-
werk, das mindestens einen ersten Satz (UTRAN#0;415) und einen zweiten Satz (GSM#1-GSM#3;410) von Kom-
munikationsressourcen beinhaltet, eines Dienstes für Benutzer derart, dass ihnen der Dienst sowohl mittels des
ersten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen als auch mittels des zweiten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen
bereitgestellt wird, wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte beinhaltet:

- nach Empfang (205), durch den ersten Satz von Kommunikationsressourcen, einer Dienstanforderung, die
den Dienst betrifft, von einem Benutzer, Versuchen, die Dienstanforderung zu einer Kommunikationsressource
des zweiten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen umzuleiten (210), wobei der Schritt des Versuchens, die
Dienstanforderung umzuleiten, vor dem Starten der Bereitstellung des angeforderten Dienstes für den Benutzer
durchgeführt wird; und
- wenn der Versuch erfolgreich ist, Bereitstellen (270) des Dienstes für den Benutzer mittels der Kommunika-
tionsressource des zweiten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen,

wobei das Versuchen, die Dienstanforderung umzuleiten, das Identifizieren (220-250) einer Kommunikationsres-
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source im zweiten Satz von Kommunikationsressourcen beinhaltet,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Identifizieren der Kommunikationsressource im zweiten Satz von Kommunikationsressourcen das Inbetracht-
ziehen oder Nichtinbetrachtziehen (220,225) jeder der Kommunikationsressourcen des zweiten Satzes von Kom-
munikationsressourcen als einen Kandidaten für die Dienstanforderungsumleitung auf Basis eines historischen
Kriteriums, das eine Beobachtung des Ausgangs von vergangenen Umleitungsversuchen zu jeder der Kommuni-
kationsressourcen des zweiten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen berücksichtigt, und
das Nichtinbetrachtziehen auf ein Zeitintervall begrenzt ist, das dynamisch variabel ist, dynamisch variiert auf Basis
von Erfolgen und Fehlschlägen vorheriger Umleitungsversuche.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Identifizieren einer Kommunikationsressource im zweiten Satz von Kom-
munikationsressourcen das Nichtinbetrachtziehen von Kommunikationsressourcen des zweiten Satzes umfasst,
bei denen ein vorheriger Versuch der Umleitung der Dienstanforderung dorthin fehlgeschlagen ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das Versuchen, die Dienstanforderung umzuleiten, eines oder mehreres
von Folgendem beinhaltet:

- Beurteilen eines Typs des angeforderten Dienstes;
- Beurteilen eines Laststatus des ersten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen;
- Versuchen, die Dienstanforderung umzuleiten, für jede Dienstanforderung, die nach einer vordefinierten Anzahl
von vorherigen Dienstanforderungen empfangen wird.

4. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Zeitintervall, wenn ein Umleitungsversuch er-
folgreich ist, verringert wird, vorzugsweise nicht unter einen Mindestwert, und, wenn ein Umleitungsversuch fehl-
schlägt, erhöht wird, vorzugsweise nicht über einen Höchstwert.

5. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, das ferner den Umstand umfasst, dass die identifizierte
Kommunikationsressource im zweiten Satz von Kommunikationsressourcen den Umleitungsversuch auf Basis eines
aktuellen Laststatus davon akzeptiert oder zurückweist.

6. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Kommunikationsressourcen des ersten Satzes
und des zweiten Satzes eines oder mehrere von Folgendem beinhalten:

- Funkressourcen, die zu anderen Funkzugangstechnologien gehören;
- Funkressourcen, die andere Funkfrequenzen verwenden;
- Zellen von zellularen Netzwerken, die zu anderen hierarchischen Ebenen gehören;
- Funkressourcen, die eine andere Funkressourcensteuerverwaltung aufweisen;
- Funkressourcen, die anderen und mindestens teilweise überlappten Funkabdeckungsbereichen entsprechen,
die von verschiedenen Strahlen derselben Antenne oder verschiedenen Antennen erhaltbar sind;
- verschiedene logische Transportverbindungen.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei der erste Satz von Kommunikationsressourcen und der zweite Satz von Kom-
munikationsressourcen Zellen eines zellularen Netzwerks beinhalten und das Identifizieren einer Kommunikations-
ressource im zweiten Satz von Kommunikationsressourcen das Auswählen von zellularen Netzwerkzellen im zweiten
Satz von Kommunikationsressourcen, die sich mit den zellularen Netzwerkzellen des ersten Satzes von Kommu-
nikationsressourcen in Überlappung befinden, umfasst.

8. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der zweite Satz von Kommunikationsressourcen
Funkkommunikationsressourcen beinhaltet und der Schritt des Identifizierens einer Kommunikationsressource im
zweiten Satz von Kommunikationsressourcen das Durchführen von Messungen einer Funkqualität der Kommuni-
kationsressourcen des zweiten Satzes und das Nichtinbetrachtziehen von Kommunikationsressourcen des zweiten
Satzes, die eine gemessene Funkqualität unter einem vorbestimmten Niveau aufweisen, umfasst.

9. Kommunikationsressourcensteuerung (445,450;505;605) für ein Telekommunikationsnetzwerk, das mindestens ei-
nen ersten Satz (UTRAN#0;415) und einen zweiten Satz (GSM#1-GSM#3;410) von Kommunikationsressourcen
beinhaltet und angepasst ist, einen Dienst für Benutzer bereitzustellen, derart, dass ihnen der Dienst sowohl mittels
des ersten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen als auch mittels des zweiten Satzes von Kommunikationsres-
sourcen bereitgestellt wird, wobei die Kommunikationsressourcensteuerung Folgendes umfasst:
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- ein Dienstanforderungsumleitungsmodul, das betreibbar ist, nach Empfang (205) durch den ersten Satz von
Kommunikationsressourcen der Dienstanforderung von einem Benutzer eine Umleitung (210) der Dienstanfor-
derung, die den Dienst betrifft, zu einer Kommunikationsressource des zweiten Satzes von Kommunikations-
ressourcen zu versuchen, derart, dass, wenn der Versuch erfolgreich ist (260), der Dienst dem Benutzer mittels
der Kommunikationsressource des zweiten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen bereitgestellt (270) wird,
wobei das Dienstanforderungsumleitungsmodul betreibbar ist, den Versuch der Umleitung einer Dienstanfor-
derung vor dem Starten der Bereitstellung des angeforderten Dienstes für den Benutzer durchzuführen,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Dienstanforderungsumleitungsmodul ein Kommunikationsressourcenidentifikationsmodul beinhaltet, das be-
treibbar ist, eine Kommunikationsressource im zweiten Satz von Kommunikationsressourcen zu identifizieren
(220-250), wobei das Kommunikationsressourcenidentifikationsmodul betreibbar ist, jede der Kommunikationsres-
sourcen des zweiten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen als einen Kandidaten für die Dienstanforderungsum-
leitung auf Basis eines historischen Kriteriums, das eine Beobachtung des Ausgangs von vergangenen Umleitungs-
versuchen zu jeder der Kommunikationsressourcen des zweiten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen berück-
sichtigt, entweder in Betracht zu ziehen oder nicht (220),
das Nichtinbetrachtziehen auf ein Zeitintervall begrenzt ist, das dynamisch variabel ist, dynamisch variiert auf Basis
von Erfolgen und Fehlschlägen vorheriger Umleitungsversuche.

10. Telekommunikationsnetzwerk, das mindestens einen ersten Satz (UTRAN#0;415) und einen zweiten Satz (GSM#1-
GSM#3;410) von Kommunikationsressourcen beinhaltet und angepasst ist, einen Dienst für Benutzer bereitzustel-
len, derart, dass ihnen der Dienst sowohl mittels des ersten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen als auch mittels
des zweiten Satzes von Kommunikationsressourcen bereitgestellt wird, wobei das Telekommunikationsnetzwerk
eine Kommunikationsressourcensteuerung (445,450;505;605) nach Anspruch 9 umfasst.

11. Computerprogrammprodukt, das in den Speicher mindestens eines Computers ladbar ist und Softwarecodeab-
schnitte zum Durchführen der Verfahrensschritte nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8 beinhaltet.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour fournir, par un contrôleur de ressources de communication, dans un réseau de télécommunications
incluant au moins un premier ensemble (UTRAN#0;415) et un second ensemble (GSM#1-GSM#3;410) de ressour-
ces de communication, un service à des utilisateurs de manière à fournir ledit service, à la fois, au moyen dudit
premier ensemble de ressources de communication et au moyen dudit second ensemble de ressources de com-
munication, le procédé incluant les étapes suivantes : - à la réception (205), par ledit premier ensemble de ressources
de communication, d’une demande de service associée audit service d’un utilisateur, tentative de réacheminement
(210) de la demande de service vers une ressource de communication du second ensemble de ressources de
communication, dans laquelle ladite étape de tentative de réacheminement de la demande de service est réalisée
avant de débuter la fourniture du service demandé à l’utilisateur ; et

- si la tentative réussit, fourniture (270) du service à l’utilisateur au moyen de ladite ressource de communication
du second ensemble de ressources de communication,

dans lequel ladite tentative de réacheminement de la demande de service inclut l’identification (220-250) d’une
ressource de communication dans ledit second ensemble de ressources de communication,
caractérisé en ce que
ladite identification de ladite ressource de communication dans ledit second ensemble de ressources de commu-
nication inclut soit de considérer ou non (220, 225) chacune des ressources de communication du second ensemble
de ressources de communication comme candidate au réacheminement de la demande de service sur la base d’un
critère historique qui prend en compte une observation du résultat des tentatives de réacheminement passées à
ladite chacune des ressources de communication du second ensemble de ressources de communication, et en ce
que
ladite non considération est limitée à un intervalle de temps qui est dynamiquement variable, varié dynamiquement
sur la base de succès et d’échecs de tentatives de réacheminement précédentes.

2. Procédé de la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite identification d’une ressource de communication dans ledit second
ensemble de ressources de communication comprend la non considération de ressources de communication du
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second ensemble pour lequel une tentative précédente de réacheminement d’une demande de service a échoué.

3. Procédé de la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel ladite tentative de réacheminement de la demande de service inclut
une ou plusieurs des étapes suivantes :

- évaluation d’un type du service demandé,
- évaluation d’un état de charge du premier ensemble de ressources de communication,
- tentative de réacheminement de la demande de service pour chaque demande de service reçue après un
nombre prédéfini de demandes de service précédentes.

4. Procédé de l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ledit intervalle de temps diminue lors-
qu’une tentative de réacheminement réussit, de préférence, non inférieur à une valeur minimale, et augmente
lorsqu’une tentative de réacheminement échoue, de préférence, non supérieur à une valeur maximale.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant, en outre, l’acceptation ou le refus
par la ressource de communication identifiée dans ledit second ensemble de ressources de communication, de la
tentative de réacheminement, sur la base d’un état de charge actuel de celle-ci.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel lesdites ressources de communication
du premier et du second ensembles incluent une ou plusieurs de :

- ressources radio appartenant à différentes technologies d’accès radio ;
- ressources radio utilisant différentes fréquences radio,
- cellules de réseaux cellulaires appartenant à différents niveaux hiérarchiques,
- ressources radio ayant une gestion de contrôle de différentes ressources radio,
- ressources radio correspondant à des zones de couverture radio différentes et au moins partiellement super-
posées, pouvant être obtenues par différents faisceaux de la même antenne ou d’antennes différentes,
- différentes liaisons de transport logique.

7. Procédé de la revendication 6, dans lequel lesdits premier ensemble de ressources de communication et second
ensemble de ressources de communication incluent des cellules d’un réseau cellulaire, et dans lequel ladite iden-
tification d’une ressource de communication dans ledit second ensemble de ressources de communication comprend
la sélection de cellules d’un réseau cellulaire dans le second ensemble de ressources de communication, qui
superposent les cellules du réseau cellulaire du premier ensemble de ressources de communication.

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ledit second ensemble de ressources
de communication inclut des ressources de communication radio, et dans lequel ladite étape d’identification d’une
ressource de communication dans ledit second ensemble de ressources de communication comprend la réalisation
de mesures sur une qualité radio des ressources de communication du second ensemble, et la non considération
de ressources de communication du second ensemble ayant une qualité radio mesurée inférieure à un niveau
prédéterminé.

9. Contrôleur de ressources de communication (445,450;505;605) pour un réseau de télécommunications incluant au
moins un premier ensemble (UTRAN#0;415) et un second ensemble (GSM#1-GSM#3;410) de ressources de com-
munication, et conçu pour fournir un service à des utilisateurs de manière à fournir ledit service, à la fois, au moyen
dudit premier ensemble de ressources de communication et au moyen dudit second ensemble de ressources de
communication, le contrôleur de ressources de communication comprenant :

- un module de réacheminement de demande de service, prévu pour tenter de réacheminer (210) une demande
de service, associée audit service, à une ressource de communication du second ensemble de ressources de
communication à la réception (205), par ledit premier ensemble de ressources de communication, de la demande
de service d’un utilisateur, de sorte que si la tentative réussit (260), le service est fourni (270) à l’utilisateur au
moyen de ladite ressource de communication du second ensemble de ressources de communication, dans
laquelle le module de réacheminement de la demande de service est prévu pour réaliser ladite tentative de
réacheminement d’une demande de service avant de débuter la fourniture du service demandé à l’utilisateur,

caractérisé en ce que
ledit module de réacheminement de demande de service inclut un module d’identification de ressources de com-
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munication prévu pour identifier (220-250) une ressource de communication dans ledit second ensemble de res-
sources de communication, ledit module d’identification de ressources de communication étant prévu soit pour
considérer ou non (220) chacune des ressources de communication du second ensemble de ressources de com-
munication comme candidate au réacheminement de la demande de service sur la base d’un critère historique qui
prend en compte une observation du résultat des tentatives de réacheminement passées à ladite chacune des
ressources de communication du second ensemble de ressources de communication,
ladite non considération est limitée à un intervalle de temps qui est dynamiquement variable, varié dynamiquement
sur la base de succès et d’échecs de tentatives de réacheminement précédentes.

10. Réseau de télécommunications incluant au moins un premier ensemble (UTRAN#0;415) et un second ensemble
(GSM#1-GSM#3;410) de ressources de communication, et conçu pour fournir un service à des utilisateurs de
manière à fournir ledit service, à la fois, au moyen dudit premier ensemble de ressources de communication et au
moyen dudit second ensemble de ressources de communication, le réseau de télécommunications comprenant un
contrôleur de ressources de communication (445;450;505;605) selon la revendication 9.

11. Programme d’ordinateur pouvant être chargé dans la mémoire d’au moins un ordinateur et incluant des parties de
codes logiciels pour réaliser les étapes du procédé de l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 8.
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